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While many continue to examine the
complexities of hate speech versus free
speech and the role of Black media in taking Kanye West to task, a younger – and
perhaps more influential – generation appears at a crossroads with the controversial superstar.
“Many millennials viewed West as an
older brother — losing hope in him can
feel like losing hope in ourselves, like
we’re looking at what’s waiting for us after a few more successes after we find out
that white validation is gold-plated and
something green and corrosive waits for us
beneath it,” Minda Honey, a Louisville,
Kentucky based writer and founder of
TAUNT, wrote in an earlier editorial.
“If West can’t be Black and brilliant in
America, someone like me can’t survive it
either. So, we’re resistant to giving up on
him,” Honey assessed.
Then there’s Damon Young, a Pittsburgh-based writer and the author of
“What Doesn’t Kill You Makes You Blacker:
A Memoir in Essays.”
Following his baseless and false attack
on George Floyd and a slew of anti-Semitic remarks on Drink Champs, West,
who prefers the name “Ye,” finds himself
at a crossroads in his career and life.
Young said he’s “still working and
thinking and writing my way through the
ambivalence I possess about the relationship people like me — terminally online,
40-ish and once stans of Kanye West —
have with Kanye West today.”
Young’s Kanye dilemma? “Is he a zeitgeist-steering demagogue?”
“Or do we largely overstate his presentday influence because we know that a
pithy tweet about why Kanye sucks is
guaranteed social capital? I lean toward
the latter,” Young decided.
Black Twitter, particularly millennials
and Gen Zers, have expressed an outright
willingness to cancel West or an ambivalence to his continued relevance.
“Honestly, Kanye is just a microcosm
of the Black cishet men whose
‘revolutionary ideas’ only exist within the
framework of white supremacy, patriar-

chy, and capitalism,” Cleveland blogger
Lex wrote on Twitter.
“They don’t want to upend the system.
They want an equal exchange of power
with their white counterparts,” Lex concluded.
Ernest Owens, an award-winning journalist and author of “The Case for Cancel
Culture,” argued that West’s behavior
explains what Black women mean when
they say that straight black men are the
white men of the community.
“There are a lot of individuals in our
families, offices, and networks who think
just like [West],” Owens declared. “They
are protecting Kanye West because they
think like him.”
Known recently as much for his unfiltered rants than his creativity, West has
begun to feel the backlash in his billiondollar pockets.
The Balenciaga fashion house, which
has a relationship with Kim Kardashian,
became the latest to cut ties with West.
“Balenciaga has no longer any relationship
nor any plans for future projects related
to this artist,” parent company Kering said
this week.
Adidas reportedly has continued to reevaluate its ties to the icon.
Influencer Tony Posnanski decried those
who point to West’s alleged mental illness
as an excuse for his behavior.
“He is a racist a-hole,” Posnanski concluded. “There is no amount of medication or therapy that will help resolve
that.”
Added Tim Black, the host, and founder
of “Coffee with Tim Black,” “Many people
defending Kanye say he was just exercising free speech. I wonder why they didn’t
feel that way about Colin Kaepernick exercising his.”
Finally, Bishop Talbert Swan said West,
like several others, deserved cancelation.
“Kanye West, Candace Owens, Jason
Whitlock, Brandon Tatum, and any Black
person out here parroting the false narrative that white men in America are oppressed are willing tools of white
supremacy and sycophantic, bootlicking,
traitors, that deserve to be shunned by
the culture,” Swan asserted.
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Who said never say never? Who
claimed it was wise to never say never?
Never is a powerful term. Never precludes
the opportunity or possibility of a particular thing taking place at present, or more
importantly, in the near or distant future.
Never, say never? The inability to affirm
or to swear never is an indication of an
inability to, or prediction of, failure to
honor an oath, pledge or promise to others or to oneself. An oath is by definition
a promise, commitment, vow, or a pledge.
Doesn’t “I pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America and to the
Republic for which it stands — one Nation,
(Under God), indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all,” assert, I will never betray
my country?
Consider the irony of this police officers’ oath. He or she pledges to never
betray their integrity. “On my honor, I
will never betray my integrity, my character, or the public trust. I will always have
the courage to hold myself and others accountable for our actions. I will always
maintain the highest ethical standards and
uphold the values of my community, and
the agency I serve.” One could argue that
Donald Trump betrayed his country and
should have never been elected President.
The dystopia brought on by the Trump
kleptocracy is at best inexcusable and at
worst, irreversible. The damage inflicted
on this already struggling Democracy by
him, his family and his criminal miscreant
cronies is immeasurable.
The setbacks to human and civil rights
are beyond any analytic diagnostic. It
should have never happened. He should
have never happened to us. He should
never have been given keys to the White

House. One could argue that President
Donald Trump revealed the true nature
and depths of ignorance, prejudice, xenophobia, institutionalized racism, and systemic stupidity camouflaged as heritage
and American tradition. I would argue, the
true danger in Trumpism is that it reveals,
promotes, and endorses the true nature
and depth of ignorance, prejudice, xenophobia, institutionalized racism, and systemic stupidity camouflaged as heritage
and American tradition.
Trumpism continues to provide agency
and legitimacy to the likes of Proud Boys
and Oath Keepers. Trump’s bigotry supplies encouragement and imparts permission to the passionate, and far too
prevalent, violent racists among us. He
fuels the engine of fear of a browning
America and the frustration brought on by
a diminishing white middle-class and the
white privilege it engenders. Why continue to write about Donald Trump?
Because it should give rise to a public
outcry — never again. Trump exposed
America’s vulnerability to greed, conspiracy and criminal enterprise and he hasn’t
gone away. His movement remains alive
and well. Unprotected by the Constitution, a common sense of decency, and
absent a spirit of equity as outlined by the
Declaration of Independence, we were
caught with our skirt up with a trail of
toilet tissue hanging from our rear — our
behind exposed to the world. He was
openly mocked; we were openly mocked,
so let’s say it loud and say it together…
NEVER AGAIN!
That’s what’s on my mind!
Website: www.milesjaye.net, Podcast:
https://bit.ly/2zkhSRv, Email:
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